In this article we study generalized solutions in the sense of Colombeau [4, S] to the Cauchy problem u, + uu, = vu,,, XER, t>o
where v is a positive constant or generalized constant. The solutions will belong to an algebra 4,, of generalized functions, to be defined below, which contains the space of bounded distributions 9im. In particular, the initial data may be arbitrary bounded distributions.
Before we go on describing our results, let us explain the setting we use. Our aim is to look for solutions in large differential algebras of generalized functions, so that all differentiations and nonlinear operations involved can be performed unrestrictedly. Following Colombeau [4, 51 and also Rosinger [lS] , we construct these algebras by putting an algebraic structure on certain spaces made up by nets of smooth functions on open or closed subsets of W. In order not to complicate matters, we shall take all of Iw" as the underlying domain for the purpose of the introduction.
The starting point is an inlinite product of the space P(llP), which we denote by &JR"] in accordance with [l] , ~s[R"] = {f: (0, co) x R" + @: (E, x) +f(s, x), such that f is C" in the variable XE R" for each E E (0, co)}.
It is clear that g), [R" ] is an algebra with partial derivatives, the operations being performed with respect to the variable x at each fixed E. Every net of smooth functions with compact support ((P&,,, converging to the Dirac measure in the space of distributions 9(Rn) gives rise to an imbedding of that space by u + Cl6 x) -+ (u * cpe)(x)l for u E 9'(tlV). This imbedding is linear and preserves derivatives, but does not preserve any nonlinear operations, in particular, not even the multiplication on the subspace C "( Rn) of 9'( R"). That is why we have to single out a certain subalgebra of E),[R"], denoted by SM,, [Rn] , and go over to the quotient algebra with respect to a suitable ideal .A$(lJP). Thus our generalized functions will be elements of a quotient space, namely $(R") = ~9~,,[lR"]/&(rW"). Colombeau has shown that it is possible to choose &M,S[lR"] and .A'JlP) in such a way that %"(R") still contains 9'(R"), while it is an algebra with derivatives extending the distributional ones, and C "( R") is a faithful subalgebra. In view of certain impossibility results, discussed in detail in [lS] , these properties together are the best one can achieve when one imbeds 9'(Rn) into algebras. In addition, superposition of elements of gS(lFY) by smooth functions of polynomial growth is possible, as is restriction of its elements to subspaces of R". Thus nonlinear Cauchy problems, like problem (1 ), can be formulated in such a setting. We shall follow Colombeau's approach, but in our investigation of problem (1) we found it necessary to employ a certain modified version ~S,,(lRn) with stronger boundedness properties built in.
Let us point out here that the space of distributions 9'(R") itself can be recovered by means of a similar quotient construction: let %'(R") be the linear subspace of &S[lR"] consisting of those f for which f(e, .) converges in 9'( 5Y) as E -+ 0, and let V( R") c w( W") be the subspace of those f for which f(c, .) + 0 as E + 0 in $S'(UY). Then 9'( KY) is linearly isomorphic with the quotient YP"(R")/V(lR"). It is worthwhile to note that neither nllr(lP') nor V(R") are algebras; in fact, no proper ideal of any subalgebra of &[R"] can contain V(UY). It turns out that the ideal ~(IR") is a proper subspace of T(R"). In this sense the quotient structure of the algebra $!$ = EM,d4 is much liner than the one of 9' = w/-Y. For instance, the powers of the Heaviside function are all different as elements of q(R), while they are equal when viewed as elements of 9'(R); and the same actually happens in every commutative differential algebra containing the distributions.
We now come to a delicate point. The observation above, concerning powers of classical functions, shows that the information carried by the elements of 5'S = &,&MS is appreciably larger than the one carried by the objects of distribution theory. So, to obtain consistency with certain classically definable nonlinear operations, some device is needed to bring this information down to the usual level. This is achieved by means of the concept of association, introduced by Colombeau [4, 51: two elements f, g of 9&V) = &',,,[RYJ/J'JR') are called associated, denoted by f %g, iff their difference belongs to V(R"), that is, iff the difference of any two representatives in &s [Rn] converges to zero in the sense of distributions. As an example, we now have that the powers of the Heaviside function are associated with each other. We shall also see below that it will become necessary to replace equality by association in the formulation of the inviscid Burgers' equation,
With the basic notions explained, we can now say what we shall do in this article. First, we establish existence and uniqueness of a solution to problem (1) where v is allowed to be an arbitrary generalized constant (this includes the classical viscous Burgers' equation when v is actually a positive real number). Second, we let v be associated with zero (this means that v is the class of a sequence of constants C(E) converging to zero as E + 0). Then, if u is a generalized solution to (1) given by a family ti(s, . ) of smooth functions which is bounded independently of E, we have that G(E) ti(.s, e),, + 0 in 9'(R x (0, co)). It follows that this same generalized function u satisfies the inviscid Burgers' equation written with association. This way we obtain a method for solving the Cauchy problem (2) with arbitrary initial data. The question of uniqueness of generalized solutions to (2) will be addressed below; let us point out here that the formulation (2) of the inviscid Burgers' equation is the correct one in the setting of Colombeau's theory. In fact, the stronger formulation 24, + uu, = 0 ul,=o=ug
with equality understood in the sense of the Colombeau algebras of generalized functions 4 or 9s,g is not suitable as it does not admit shock wave solutions.' On the other hand, (2) has shock wave solutions in $ or $, g, which, in addition, necessarily satisfy the classical Rankine-Hugoniot condition. The crucial observation is that one can solve the general Cauchy problem for (1) as well as for (2) in the setting of Colombeau algebras, but not for (3). Explicit generalized shock wave solutions for conservative and nonconservative hyperbolic systems have been constructed in [ 1, 3, 7, 83 . The present article is part of a program to obtain generalized solutions to hyperbolic conservation laws by adding a viscous or dispersive term which is associated with zero, see our forthcoming paper [2] .
The plan of exposition is as follows. In Section 1 we recall the definitions of the Colombeau algebras gs(sZ) and 4(a), and introduce the modified version '$,(a), where the local bounds defining the elements of 9Js(0) are replaced by global bounds. This modification is necessary in order to retain uniqueness of solutions to (1) ; an example of nonuniqueness, when the space gs!,( Iw x [0, co)) is used, is given in Section 4. Moreover, growth conditions on the initial data are needed in order to avoid blow up in finite time, as has been observed by Hopf [lo] already. While %~([w") contains 9'(rW") and has Cm( [w") as a subalgebra, 4,,( FY') contains 9~m(lRn), the space of distributional derivatives of bounded functions, and it has 9=,( [w") as a subalgebra, the space of smooth functions with bounded derivatives.
In Section 2 we establish existence of a solution u E 4, J IR x [0, cc )) to problem (1 ), given arbitrary initial data u0 E 9". J W). Then we give three sufficient conditions yielding uniqueness: boundedness of u, nonnegativity of d,u, or logarithmic dependence on the regularization parameter for 8,~. Under the latter hypotheses, the solution is shown to depend continuously on the initial data with respect to a suitable Hausdorff topology on 4,,.
Section 3 is devoted to studying how the generalized solutions to (1) relate to the classical solutions, when the latter exist. In the case where the viscosity coefficient v is associated with zero and the initial data belong to L"(R), it turns out that the generalized solution to (1) is associated with the classical weak solution to (3) which satisfies the entropy condition. This follows from an argument of Lax [ 123 employing the weak norm I . I * on L". We present a slight generalization thereof, which is needed subsequently. We also calculate the associated distribution when un is associated ' In fact, if u is a piecewise smooth function which satisfies Eq. (3) as an element of 4 or q,, then necessarily the classical Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition holds for u. But multiplication of (3) by U, which is meaningful in the setting of a dilTerentia1 algebra, turns (3) into the conservation law UU, + &I, = 0, which is known to imply different jump conditions than (3) . The same solution u cannot satisfy contradicting jump conditions, thus (3) does not have shock wave solutions in !$ or gS.,. Equation (3) allows for rarefaction wave solutions, though, as indicated in Section 4. with the Dirac measure. The result is not surprising-it coincides with the heuristically derived solution as given, e.g., in [16] .
Next, when v is a real constant and the initial data are bounded, the generalized solution is associated with the classical one as well. If the initial data belong to gLm(R), the generalized solution is actually equal to the classical one in 4, g(R x [0, a)). Finally, we also calculate the associated distribution when v is associated with co.
In the last section we address the question of uniqueness of solutions to Eq. (2); as mentioned before, existence of a solution follows from the results of Section 2. First, since every piecewise continuous classical weak solution to (3) solves (2), when viewed as an element of Y&JR x [0, co)), we must have at least the degree of nonuniqueness present already in the classical case. Let us call a solution u E 9&R x [0, co)) to (2) a zero oiscosity limit, if u also solves (1) for some generalized constant v such that both v and vu,, are associated with zero. Clearly, two zero viscosity limit solutions to (2) which arise from the same generalized constant v are equal, due to the uniqueness theory of Section 2. So the question is as follows: given two zero viscosity limit solutions u1 and u2 to (2) which arise as solutions to (1) with differing viscosity coefficients vi and v2, respectively, what is their relation? We can show that if vi/v2 is associated with 1 and ul, u2 satisfy certain boundedness assumptions, then u1 is associated with u2.
Finally, we discuss the question of uniqueness (up to association) for the problem ut+uu,~O uI,=o=:ug.
Since Eq. (1) has soliton solutions which travel with arbitrarily large speed and originate arbirtrarily close to -co at time zero, it is easy to construct a solution to (4) which is associated with zero initially, but not associated with any distribution for positive times. Thus two solutions to (4) need not be associated even if they are zero viscosity limits. However, we can show that two solutions to (4) which arise as zero viscosity limits (again with vi/v2 z 1) are associated with each other, provided the initial data have compact support and satisfy a boundedness assumption. We remark that the same example demonstrating nonuniqueness for (4) also shows that the solutions to (1) are not unique when equality is understood in the sense of '?$ rather than 9&, as mentioned earlier.
As a byproduct of the results in this section we give an example of a solution in 4,,(R x [0, cc)) to (3) which is not a classical smooth function (rather, it is a rarefaction wave). Other examples involving quasilinear systems have recently been given by Colombeau and Heibig in [6] .
We should like to elaborate a bit more on the uniqueness issue. In the classical case, the entropy condition in various forms [12, 141 singles out a unique weak solution to (3), which coincides with the one obtained by the vanishing viscosity method. In as much as our solutions are obtained as zero viscosity limits, they satisfy the entropy condition in the sense that they are associated with the classical entropy solution, as we show in Section 3. One understands the lack or presence of uniqueness better if one notes that it actually amounts to a lack or presence of stability. In fact, uniqueness of solutions to (4) means the following: if (u -u)l t = ,, E V(R), the space of distributional zero sequences, and if both u, + uu, and u, + vu, belong to Y(Rx(0, cc)), then u-u~Y(Rx(O,co)) as well. Or, put in a more explicit fashion, if the representatives ti(.s, .) of u and fi(.s, .) of u have the property that (a(&, .)-O(E, .))l,,O+O in .9'(R), ti(.s, .)l+ a(&, .) ti(s, -), + 0, and fi(s, .), + z?(.s, .) t?(s, .), + 0 in 9' (R x (0, co)), then G(E, .) -B(E, .) + 0 in 9'( R x (0, co)). This obviously is a stability property (to be sure, it holds only under the additional assumptions outlined in Section 4). Uniqueness of generalized solutions to problem (1) can be viewed in the same light, the role of the space Y being taken by the ideal 4. Thus we are led to observe that the occurrence of uniqueness is a special type of stability. As this point of view is not so common, we should like to emphasize that the same coincidence happens in the setting of distributional solutions to linear equations. Indeed, let P(D) be a linear partial differential operator. Unique solvability in 9' would say that if u, u E 9', P(D) u = P(D) u in 9', then u = u. Interpreting 9' as the quotient space w/Y, unique solvability means stability with respect to distributional convergence: if ti, fi E 7Y are some representatives of u, u in w/V, then P(D) u=O says that P(D) GE *Y-; unique solvability asserts that P(D) fi -P(D) z? E V implies ti -DE -Y.
THE ALGEBRAS OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS
We give here the simplified definitions of the Colombeau algebras of 
finally we set where the subscript "g" stands for "globally," due to the fact that all estimates are taken globally.
1.4. Remark. In analogy to the imbedding of 9'( IV') into ?z$( KY) which renders C "(IV) a subalgebra, we can construct an imbedding from DL,(IY), the space of distributional derivatives of bounded functions, into F&(Rn), which renders 9Lm(lR"), the space of smooth functions with bounded derivatives, a subalgebra. Such an imbedding is given by (lpW)(G xl = (w * P,)(X) for w E~~~~(F!Y), E >O, XE IF!", where p is a fixed element of 9'(R") satisfying J p(x) dx = 1, J x"p(x) dx = 0, for all a E N", [cl1 2 1, and
We define a topology on 4, ,(a) as follows: if p, q E kJ, we denote by V(p, q) the set of all u E gs, ,(a) which have a representative li such that for E > 0 small enough. These sets are a basis of 0-neighbourhoods on 4,,(D) and, from the definition of Jlr,(sZ), this topology is Hausdorff.
DEFINITION.
We say that ME F&(a) is of log-type (resp. bounded type) if it has a representative ti E CC?~,~, , [8] such that sup (I@, x)1 = 0 ( > log i (resp. O(1)) as s-0. xsn O) we have sup ME, x, t)l G sup I&C% x)1, (X,OE~XCO,CO) xsR thus ri satisfies (5). We prove by induction that 8; li satisfies (5) for each n E N. Denoting by E(E, x, t) = exp and we have
We will prove that a(&, .) t) = E(4 ., t) * (~OFME, .I E(&, ') t) * F(E, .) a: q.5, .) t) = cyzy I-I; 1 E(E, ., t)
where m(n) E N and each Vii is a sum of products of derivatives of f, and powers of 1/9(s). In fact, for n = 1, we have
Assuming that (9) holds for n, we have a;+hqE, ., t)= 1 c h E* (V$')*E* i=l k=l j=l,j#k -c n (E* VuF)2"(E*F)2'-'.E* i-1 j=l 1 m(n+ 1) 2"+'
= (E * F)2"+' iFl n tE * '~F)9 j=l where m(n + 1) < m(n)(2" + l + 1). Then (9) is true for all n and from it we obtain which has a bound c/sN, since li, E &M,S, J R] and P(E) satisfies (8) .
Concerning the t-derivatives and the mixed ones, it suflices to consider the differential equation
and by differentiation we obtain inequality (5) successively for "1 I A 1 1 ut, u,,, u*,,, . . . . u,,, u,tx, uttxx, ... and so on. 1
In order to obtain our first uniqueness result we shall need the following Gronwall-type inequality. Assuming that, for k < m, ~!Jt(ti, -ti,) has already been shown to satisfy (6), and using that n E 4, JR), NE XS, ,& R x [0, T] ) we obtain again from Lemma 2.2 that a;(~?, -&) satisfies (6) as well. For the t and the mixed derivatives the argument is the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 1
We remark that the boundedness condition in Theorem 2.3 could be replaced by suitable growth requirements as E --* 0, depending on the rate with which VI(s) approaches zero. For another uniqueness result we use a maximum principle which we state below: 2.4. LEMMA. Let 924 = u, -a&, t) UXjXj + a,(x, t) u,, + a(x, t) u =f(x, t), where u is continuous at all points (x, t) E R" x [0, T], has continuous derivatives u,, u,, and uXX, satisfies the equation for 0 -C t < T, is bounded, the moduli of the coefficients aU, ai do not exceed c and a(x, t) 2 -a,, where with C' as in the case m = 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.5. Then we can achieve that (ui -u2)X E V( 1, q), if we take u,,i -u,,~ E V(1, q') with q' so large that llu, -u2Jl o. is so small as to compensate both exp(C'T) and ll(ti,),,ll,. Now go on by induction. 1
RELATION TO CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS, DELTA WAVES
In [12] , Lax introduced the following pseudo-norm, defined on locally integrable functions f on R, but possibly infinite: (11) Employing some ideas of Lax [12] , we obtain a general result on continuous dependence: 
Thus, letting W = U, -Uz, wt + 3% + 4 wx = Vl wax + (Vl -v,)(u,),
The function W is smooth for t > 0 and continuous up to t =0 (see [lo, Theorem 11) and grows linearly as 1x1 + co, while W(x, 0) is bounded by assumption. Under this growth restriction the assertion of Lemma 2. Proof A straightforward integration by parts shows the first part. Let M>O be such that Ilf,ll,<M. If IfJ*++O as s+O we can find 6>0 and a sequence &k +O such that supXER IjGfEk (5) d<l 26 for all k. Since XH sgfe(<) dt is continuous we can find xk such that I{$fEk (r) dcl> 6. If K is a compact subset that contains supp f, for all E > 0, then j; f,,(t) dt is constant outside K and so the xk may be chosen to belong to K. Hence they have an accumulation point z. But then (observing that 11 f,ll m < M), we have 1s: f&(t) dcl 2 6/2 for infinitely many k. If we take cp E 9, supp cp c 10, z], cp = 1 on [a, z -a] for small ~1, we shall have that and so f,+O in 9'. 1
As a first application, we can deduce a coherence result relating the generalized solution in 93JlR x [0, co)) to the classical solution, when the latter exists. Thus, for E and v small enough, we have from (16) that exp( -y') dy < 2v log HYJx, t) ( J cc <2v log exp( -y') dy + log 2 . We remark here that in the absence of viscosity, i.e., for Eq. (3), delta waves have been calculated by Gramchev [9] ; see also the discussion in c131.
THE ZERO VISCOSITY LIMITS
As a second application of Theorem 3.1, we investigate the question of uniqueness of generalized solutions (in the sense of association) to Burgers' equation with zero viscosity. That is, we ask under what circumstances the solutions to (4) are unique, where U, E 4, JR) and u E 9&$!J! x [O, T]). Assume first that u has a representative ti which is bounded uniformly in E and so that ti(s, .) + w E L" a.e. as E -+ 0. Then U, + UU, z 0 if, and only if, w is a weak solution (in the classical sense) to the conservation law w, + (w2/2), = 0. Without further conditions these weak solutions are not unique, consequently neither are the solutions to (4) .
An explicit example of nonuniqueness in the even stronger problem (2) with U, E 9JJ!,, J R) is given next. Clearly, if u is a zero viscosity limit then u, + uu, z 0. The existence of zero viscosity limits is guaranteed by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION.
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, assume that u, is of bounded type and that v FZ 0. Then, the solution u constructed there is a zero viscosity limit, and in particular, solves problems (2) and (4).
ProojI The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that u is of bounded type. Thus vu x 0, and so vu,, E 0 as well. This proves that u is a zero viscosity limit. The other assertions follow trivially. 1 We note that if U, is of the form z,,(z),) for some u, E L"(R), then it is of bounded type. We ask whether solutions to (4) are unique (up to association) in the class of zero viscosity limits. Contrary to the classical setting, this turns out not to be true. In fact, we shall even show that solutions to (1) are not unique, when equality is understood in the sense of the more general space q( R x [O, co )).
EXAMPLE.
Let v be a generalized constant having a representative G(E) such that .sN < C(E) < N for some NE l+J. and this tends to zero faster than any power of E. A similar argument applies to the derivatives (the fact that every derivative of tanhy has (cash y) P2 as a factor yields the exponential decay of ai, ti(s, x, 0) as E + 0, uniformly on x in compact sets). This shows that U, the class of ti in q(lR x [0, co)) solves (1) with U, = 0 in '$(R). However, u # 0 in q(lR x [O, co)). In fact, it is seen immediately that ti(s, x, t) 3 l/s uniformly on x < 0, t 3 1. Thus u does not admit an associated distribution.
As a final application of Proposition 3.1, we give an example of a solution to (3) in 4( R x [0, cc )) which is not C". Then Iti(e, x, t)l < 1 for all (E, x, t), and all derivatives of (Pi are uniformly bounded by some power of l/s. Thus it follows that ti E gM,,,[R x [0, cc)].
In order to prove that the class u of li is not a C" function, it suffices to show that its associated distribution is not C". From 
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